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Abstract. Algorithms for the symbolic computation of polynomial conserved
densities, fluxes, generalized symmetries, and recursion operators for systems
of nonlinear differential-difference equations are presented. In the algorithms
we use discrete versions of the Fréchet and variational derivatives, as well as
discrete Euler and homotopy operators.
The algorithms are illustrated for prototypical nonlinear polynomial lattices, including the Kac-van Moerbeke (Volterra) and Toda lattices. Results
are shown for the modified Volterra and Ablowitz-Ladik lattices.

1. Introduction
The study of complete integrability of nonlinear differential-difference equations (DDEs) largely parallels that of PDEs [AC91, ASY00, W98]. Indeed, as
in the continuous case, the existence of large numbers of generalized symmetries
and conserved densities is a good indicator for complete integrability. Albeit useful,
such predictors do not provide proof of complete integrability. Based on the first
few densities and symmetries, quite often one can explicitly construct a recursion
operator which maps symmetries of the equation into new symmetries. The existence of a recursion operator, which allows one to generate commuting symmetries,
then confirms complete integrability.
There is a vast body of work on the complete integrability of DDEs. Consult
e.g. [ASY00, HH03] for various approaches and additional references. In this
article we describe algorithms to symbolically compute polynomial conservation
laws, generalized symmetries, and recursion operators for DDEs. The design of
these algorithms relies on related work for PDEs [GH97a, HG99, HGCM98]
and work by Oevel et al [OZF93] and Zhang et al [ZTOF93].
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In our algorithms we use discrete versions of the Fréchet and variational derivatives, as well as discrete Euler and homotopy operators. We draw on the close analogy between the continuous and discrete (in space) cases. As shown in [HM04,
MH02], this analogy can be completely formalized and both theories can be formulated in terms of complexes. The same applies for the formulation in terms of Lie
algebra complexes in [W98]. This allows one to translate by analogy the existing
algorithms immediately (although complications arise when there is explicit dependence on the lattice point, n, in the discrete case). One of the more useful tools
following from the abstract theory is the homotopy operator, which is based on scaling vector fields, and goes back to Poincaré in the continuous case. This operator
allows one to directly integrate differential forms and can be straightforwardly implemented in computer algebra systems (CAS), since it reduces to integration over
one scaling parameter. The discrete analogue as described in [HM04, MH02]
does the corresponding job in the discrete case and we use it to compute fluxes.
In this paper we do not explicitly use the abstract framework, yet, it has been a
motivating force for the development of our algorithms.
In contrast to the symmetry approach in [ASY00], our algorithms rely on specific assumptions. For example, we will use the dilation invariance of DDEs in the
construction of densities, symmetries, and recursion operators. At the cost of generality, our algorithms can be implemented in major CAS. Our Mathematica package
InvariantsSymmetries.m [GH97b] computes densities and symmetries, and therefore aids in automated testing of complete integrability of semi-discrete lattices.
Mathematica code to compute recursion operators of DDEs is under development.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present key definitions, necessary tools, and prototypical examples which will be used throughout the paper.
The examples include the Kac-van Moerbeke (KvM) [KvM75], Toda [T81] and
Ablowitz-Ladik (AL) lattices [AL75]. The discrete higher Euler operators (variational derivatives) and the discrete homotopy operator are introduced in Section 3.
These operators are applied in the construction of densities and fluxes in Section 5.
The algorithm for higher-order symmetries is outlined in Section 6. The algorithms
for scalar and matrix recursion operators are given in Section 7 and 8. The paper
concludes with two more examples in Section 9.
2. Key Definitions and Prototypical Examples
Definition 2.1. A nonlinear (autonomous) DDE is an equation of the form
(2.1)

u̇n = F(..., un−1 , un , un+1 , ...),

where un and F are vector-valued functions with N components. The integer n
corresponds to discretization in space; the dot denotes one derivative with respect
to the continuous time variable (t).
For simplicity, we denote the components of un by (un , vn , wn , · · · ) and write
F(un ), although F typically depends on un and a finite number of its forward and
backward shifts. We assume that F is polynomial with constant coefficients. If
present, parameters are denoted by lower-case Greek letters. No restrictions are
imposed on the forward or backward shifts or the degree of nonlinearity in F.
Example 2.2. The AL lattice [AL75],
(2.2)

u̇n

= (un+1 − 2un + un−1 ) + un vn (un+1 + un−1 ),

v̇n

= −(vn+1 − 2vn + vn−1 ) − un vn (vn+1 + vn−1 ),
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is a completely integrable discretization of the nonlinear Schrödinger equation.
Definition 2.3. A DDE is said to be dilation invariant if it is invariant under
a scaling (dilation) symmetry.
Example 2.4. The KvM lattice [KvM75],
(2.3)

u̇n = un (un+1 − un−1 ),

is invariant under (t, un ) → (λ−1 t, λun ), where λ is an arbitrary scaling parameter.
Example 2.5. The Toda lattice [T81] in polynomial form [GH98],
(2.4)

u̇n = vn−1 − vn ,

v̇n = vn (un − un+1 ),

is invariant under the scaling symmetry
(t, un , vn ) → (λ−1 t, λ1 un , λ2 vn ).

(2.5)

Definition 2.6. We define the weight, w, of a variable as the exponent in the
scaling parameter λ which multiplies the variable.
d
Since t is replaced by λt , we set w( dt
) = w(Dt ) = 1. In view of (2.5), we have
w(un ) = 1, and w(vn ) = 2 for the Toda lattice. Weights of dependent variables
are nonnegative, rational, and independent of n. For example, w(un−1 ) = w(un ) =
w(un+1 ), etc.

Definition 2.7. The rank of a monomial is defined as the total weight of the
monomial. An expression is uniform in rank if all its terms have the same rank.
Example 2.8. In the first equation of (2.4), all the monomials have rank 2; in
the second equation all the monomials have rank 3. Conversely, requiring uniformity
in rank for each equation in (2.4) allows one to compute the weights of the dependent
variables (and thus the scaling symmetry) with simple linear algebra. Indeed,
(2.6)

w(un ) + 1 = w(vn ),

w(vn ) + 1 = w(un ) + w(vn ),

yields
(2.7)

w(un ) = 1,

w(vn ) = 2,

which is consistent with (2.5).
Dilation symmetries, which are special Lie-point symmetries, are common to
many lattice equations. Lattices described by polynomial DDEs that do not admit a
dilation symmetry can be made scaling invariant by extending the set of dependent
variables with auxiliary parameters with appropriate scales.
Example 2.9. The AL lattice is not dilation invariant. We therefore introduce
an auxiliary parameter α. Replacing (2.2) by
(2.8)

u̇n

=

α(un+1 − 2un + un−1 ) + un vn (un+1 + un−1 ),

v̇n

=

−α(vn+1 − 2vn + vn−1 ) − un vn (vn+1 + vn−1 ),

and requiring uniformity in rank, then gives
w(un ) + 1 = w(α) + w(un ) = 2w(un ) + w(vn ),
(2.9)

w(vn ) + 1 = w(α) + w(vn ) = 2w(vn ) + w(un ).

Obviously, w(un ) + w(vn ) = w(α) = 1. Several scales are possible. The choice
w(un ) = w(vn ) = 12 , w(α) = 1, corresponds to the scaling symmetry
(2.10)

1

1

(t, un , vn , α) → (λ−1 t, λ 2 un , λ 2 vn , λα).
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Definition 2.10. A scalar function ρn (un ) is a conserved density of (2.1) if
there exists a scalar function Jn (un ) called the associated flux, such that [O93]
(2.11)

Dt ρn + ∆ Jn = 0

is satisfied on the solutions of (2.1).
In (2.11), we used the (forward) difference operator, ∆ = D − I, defined by
(2.12)

∆ Jn = (D − I) Jn = Jn+1 − Jn ,

where D denotes the up-shift (forward or right-shift) operator, DJn = Jn+1 , and
I is the identity operator. Operator ∆ takes the role of a spatial derivative on
the shifted variables as many DDEs arise from discretization of a PDE in (1 + 1)
variables. Most, but not all, densities are polynomial in un .
Example 2.11. The first three density-flux pairs [HGCM98] for (2.3) are
(2.13)

ρ(0)
= ln(un ),
n

Jn(0) = un + un−1 ,

(2.14)

ρ(1)
= un ,
n
1
ρ(2)
= u2n + un un+1 ,
n
2

Jn(1) = un un−1 ,

(2.15)

Jn(2) = un−1 un (un + un+1 ).

Example 2.12. The first four density-flux pairs [GH98] for (2.4) are
(2.16)

ρ(0)
= ln(vn ),
n

Jn(0) = un ,

(2.17)

= un ,
ρ(1)
n
1
= u2n + vn ,
ρ(2)
n
2
1
(3)
ρn = un 3 + un (vn−1 + vn ),
3

Jn(1) = vn−1 ,

(2.18)
(2.19)

Jn(2) = un vn−1 ,
Jn(3) = un−1 un vn−1 + vn−1 2 .

The densities in (2.16)-(2.19) are uniform of ranks 0 through 3. The corresponding fluxes are also uniform in rank with ranks 1 through 4. In general, if in (2.11)
rank ρn = R then rank Jn = R + 1, since w(Dt ) = 1. All the pieces in (2.11) are
uniform in rank. This comes as no surprise since the conservation law (2.11) holds
on solutions of (2.1), hence it ‘inherits’ the dilation symmetry of (2.1).
In Section 5 we will give an algorithm to compute polynomial conserved densities and fluxes and use (2.4) to illustrate the steps. Non-polynomial densities (which
are easy to find by hand) can be computed with the method given in [HH03].
Definition 2.13. Compositions of D and D−1 define an equivalence relation
(≡) on monomials in the components of un . All shifted monomials are equivalent.
Example 2.14. For example, un−1 vn+1 ≡ un vn+2 ≡ un+1 vn+3 ≡ un+2 vn+4 .
Factors in a monomial in un and its shifts are ordered by un+j ≺ un+k if j < k.
Definition 2.15. The main representative of an equivalence class of monomials
in un and its shifts is the monomial with un in the first position.
Example 2.16. For example, un un+2 (not un−2 un ) is the main representative
of the class {· · · , un−2 un , un−1 un+1 , un un+2 , un+1 un+3 , · · · }.
For monomials involving un , vn , wn , etc. and their shifts, we lexicographically
order the variables, i.e. un ≺ vn ≺ wn , etc.
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Example 2.17. For example, un vn+2 (not un−2 vn ) is the main representative
of the class {· · · , un−2 vn , un−1 vn+1 , un vn+2 , · · · }.
Definition 2.18. A vector function G(un ) is called a generalized symmetry
of (2.1) if the infinitesimal transformation un → un + ²G leaves (2.1) invariant up
to order ². Consequently, G must satisfy [O93]
Dt G = F0 (un )[G]

(2.20)

on solutions of (2.1). F0 (un )[G] is the Fréchet derivative of F in the direction of G.
For the scalar case (N = 1), the Fréchet derivative in the direction of G is
X ∂F
∂
F (un + ²G)|²=0 =
(2.21)
F 0 (un )[G] =
Dk G,
∂²
∂un+k
k

which defines the Fréchet derivative operator
X ∂F
(2.22)
F 0 (un ) =
Dk .
∂un+k
k

In the vector case with components un and vn , the Fréchet
 P
P ∂F1 k
∂F1
k
k ∂un+k D
k ∂vn+k D

(2.23)
F0 (un ) =  P
P ∂F2 k
∂F2
k
k ∂un+k D
k ∂vn+k D

derivative operator is


.

G2 )T , where T is transpose, one obtains
X ∂Fi
X ∂Fi
Dk G1 +
Dk G2 ,
Fi 0 (un )[G] =
∂un+k
∂vn+k

Applied to G = (G1
(2.24)

k

i = 1, 2.

k

In (2.21) and (2.24) summation is over all positive and negative shifts (including
k = 0). For k > 0, Dk = D ◦ D ◦ · · · ◦ D (k times). Similarly, for k < 0 the down-shift
operator D−1 is applied repeatedly. The generalization of (2.23) to a system with
N components should be obvious.
Example 2.19. The first two symmetries [HGCM98] of (2.3) are
(2.25) G(1)
(2)

(2.26) G

= un (un+1 − un−1 ),
= un un+1 (un + un+1 + un+2 ) − un−1 un (un−2 + un−1 + un ).

These symmetries are uniform in rank (rank 2 and 3, respectively). The symmetries of ranks 0 and 1 are both zero.
Example 2.20. The first two non-trivial symmetries [HGCM98] of (2.4) are
µ
¶
vn−1 − vn
(1)
G
=
(2.27)
,
vn (un − un+1 )
µ
¶
vn (un + un+1 ) − vn−1 (un−1 + un )
(2)
G
=
(2.28)
.
vn (u2n+1 − u2n + vn+1 − vn−1 )
(2)

The above symmetries are uniform in rank. For example, rank G1 = 3 and
(2)
rank G2 = 4. Symmetries of lower ranks are trivial.
An algorithm to compute polynomial generalized symmetries will be outlined
in Section 6 and applied to (2.4).
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Definition 2.21. A recursion operator R connects symmetries
G(j+s) = RG(j) ,

(2.29)

where j = 1, 2, ..., and s is the gap length. The symmetries are linked consecutively
if s = 1. This happens in most, but not all, cases. For N -component systems, R is
an N × N matrix operator.
The defining equation for R [O93, W98] is
∂R
+ R0 [F] + R ◦ F0 (un ) − F0 (un ) ◦ R = 0,
∂t
where [ , ] denotes the commutator and ◦ the composition of operators. The
operator F0 (un ) was defined in (2.23). R0 [F] is the Fréchet derivative of R in the
direction of F. For the scalar case, the operator R is often of the form
Dt R + [R, F0 (un )] =

(2.30)

R = U (un ) O((D − I)−1 , D−1 , I, D) V (un ),

(2.31)
and then

R0 [F ] =

(2.32)

X
k

(Dk F )

X
∂U
∂V
OV +
U O (Dk F )
.
∂un+k
∂un+k
k

For the vector case, the elements of the N × N operator matrix R are often of the
form Rij = Uij (un ) Oij ((D − I)−1 , D−1 , I, D) Vij (un ). For the two-component case
X
X
∂Uij
∂Uij
R0 [F]ij =
(Dk F1 )
Oij Vij +
(Dk F2 )
Oij Vij
∂un+k
∂vn+k
k
k
X
X
∂Vij
∂Vij
(2.33)
+
Uij Oij (Dk F1 )
+
Uij Oij (Dk F2 )
.
∂un+k
∂vn+k
k

k

Example 2.22. The KvM lattice (2.3) has recursion operator
1
R = un (I + D)(un D − D−1 un )(D − I)−1 I
un
(2.34)

=

un D−1 + (un + un+1 )I + un D + un (un+1 − un−1 )(D − I)−1

1
I.
un

Example 2.23. The Toda lattice (2.4) has recursion operator
µ
¶
−un I
−D−1 − I + (vn−1 − vn )(D − I)−1 v1n I
(2.35)
R=
.
−vn I − vn D −un+1 I + vn (un − un+1 )(D − I)−1 v1n I
In Section 7 we will give an algorithm for the computation of scalar recursion
operators like (2.34). In Section 8 we cover the matrix case and show how (2.35) is
computed. The algorithms complement those for recursion operators of PDEs presented in [HG99] and elsewhere in these proceedings [BHS04]. We now introduce
two powerful tools which will be used in the computation of densities and fluxes.
3. The Discrete Variational Derivative (Euler Operator)
Definition 3.1. A function En (un ) is a total difference if there exists a function Jn (un ) such that En = ∆ Jn = (D − I) Jn .
Theorem 3.2. A necessary and sufficient condition for a function En , with
positive shifts up to level p0 , to be a total difference is that
(3.1)

L(0)
un (En ) = 0.
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(0)

Lun is the discrete variational derivative (Euler operator) [ASY00] defined by
p0

L(0)
un

(3.2)

∂
∂ X −k
=
(
D )=
(I + D−1 + D−2 + · · · + D−p0 ).
∂un
∂un
k=0

A proof is given in e.g. [HH03].
Remark 3.3. To verify that an expression E(un−q , · · · , un , · · · , un+p ) involving
negative shifts is a total difference, one must first remove the negative shifts by
replacing En by Ẽn = Dq En . Applied to Ẽn , (3.2) terminates at p0 = p + q.
We now introduce a tool to invert the total difference operator ∆ = D − I.
4. The Discrete Homotopy Operator
(0)

We assume that Lun (En ) = 0. So, ∃Jn such that En = ∆Jn . To compute
Jn = ∆−1 (En ) one must invert the operator ∆ = D − I. Working with the formal
inverse, ∆−1 = D−1 + D−2 + D−3 + . . . , is impractical, perhaps impossible. We
therefore present the (discrete) homotopy operator which circumvents the formal
infinite series. In analogy to the continuous case [O93], we first introduce the
discrete higher Euler operators.
Definition 4.1. The discrete higher Euler operators are defined by
pi µ ¶
∂ X k
(4.1)
L(i)
=
(
D−k ), i ≥ 1.
un
∂un
i
k=i

The higher Euler operators all terminate at some maximal shifts pi .
Example 4.2. For scalar component un , the first higher Euler operators are:
∂
(D−1 + 2D−2 + 3D−3 + 4D−4 + · · · + p1 D−p1 ),
∂un
∂
1
=
(D−2 + 3D−3 + 6D−4 + 10D−5 + · · · + p2 (p2 − 1) D−p2 ),
∂un
2

(4.2) L(1)
un =
(4.3) L(2)
un

where the pi are the highest shifts in the arguments of the operators.
(i)

Similar formulae hold for Lvn . Next, we introduce the homotopy operators. For
simplicity we show the formulae for the two component case un = (un , vn ).
Definition 4.3. The homotopy operator is defined as,
Z 1
dλ
(4.4)
Hun =
(f1,n (un )[λun ] + f2,n (un )[λun ]) ,
λ
0
where
(4.5)

f1,n (un ) =

m
1 −1
X
i=0

(D − I)i (un L(i+1)
),
un

f2,n (un ) =

m
2 −1
X

(D − I)i (vn L(i+1)
),
vn

i=0

where m1 and m2 are the highest shifts in un and vn in the arguments of the
operators. Furthermore, f1,n (un )[λun ] means that in f1,n (un ) one replaces un →
λun , and, of course, un+1 → λun+1 , un+2 → λun+2 , etc. Same for f2,n (un )[λun ].
Theorem 4.4. Jn = ∆−1 (En ) can be computed as Jn = Hun (En ).
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A similar theorem and proof for continuous homotopy operators is given in
[O93, p. 372]. By constructing an appropriate discrete variational bicomplex one
can prove the above theorem. See [HM04, MH02] and elsewhere in these proceedings [MQ04].
5. Computation of Polynomial Conserved Densities and Fluxes
As an example, we compute density-flux pair (2.19) for (2.4). Assuming that
the weights (2.7) are computed and the rank of the density is selected (R = 3 here),
the algorithm has three steps. See [GH98, GHE97, HGCM98] for details about
the algorithm and alternate ways to compute fluxes.
Step 1: Construct the form of the density
List all monomials in un and vn of rank 3 or less: M = {un 3 , un 2 , un vn , un , vn }.
Next, for each monomial in M, introduce the correct number of t-derivatives
so that each term has weight 3. Thus, using (2.4),
d0
d0
3
3
(u
)
=
u
,
(un vn ) = un vn ,
n
n
dt0
dt0
d
d
(un 2 ) = 2un u̇n = 2un vn−1 − 2un vn ,
(vn ) = v̇n = un vn − un+1 vn ,
dt
dt
2
d
d
d
(un ) = (u̇n ) = (vn−1 − vn ) = un−1 vn−1 − un vn−1 − un vn + un+1 vn .
2
dt
dt
dt
Gather all terms in N = {un 3 , un vn−1 , un vn , un−1 vn−1 , un+1 vn }. Identify members
belonging to the same equivalence classes and replace them by their main representatives. For example, un vn−1 ≡ un+1 vn , so the latter is replaced by un vn−1 .
So, N is replaced by P = {un 3 , un vn−1 , un vn }, which has the building blocks of
the density. Linear combination of the monomials in P with constant coefficients
ci gives the candidate density,
ρn = c1 un 3 + c2 un vn−1 + c3 un vn .

(5.1)

Step 2: Determine the coefficients
Require that (2.11) holds. Compute Dt ρn . Use (2.4) to remove u̇n and v̇n and their
shifts. Thus,
En = Dt ρn = (3c1 − c2 )u2n vn−1 + (c3 − 3c1 )u2n vn + (c3 − c2 )vn−1 vn
(5.2)

2
+ c2 un−1 un vn−1 + c2 vn−1
− c3 un un+1 vn − c3 vn2 .

Compute Ẽn = DEn . First, apply (3.2) for component un to Ẽn :
∂
(I + D−1 + D−2 )(Ẽn )
∂un
= 2(3c1 − c2 )un vn−1 + 2(c3 − 3c1 )un vn

L(0)
un (Ẽn ) =
(5.3)

+ (c2 − c3 )un−1 vn−1 + (c2 − c3 )un+1 vn .

Second, apply (3.2) for component vn to Ẽn :
∂
(I + D−1 )(Ẽn )
∂vn
= (3c1 − c2 )u2n+1 + (c3 − c2 )vn+1 + (c2 − c3 )un un+1

L(0)
vn (Ẽn ) =
(5.4)

+ 2(c2 − c3 )vn + (c3 − 3c1 )u2n + (c3 − c2 )vn−1 .
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Both (5.3) and (5.4) must vanish identically. Solve the linear system
(5.5)

S = {3c1 − c2 = 0, c3 − 3c1 = 0, c2 − c3 = 0}.

The solution is 3c1 = c2 = c3 . Substituting c1 = 31 , c2 = c3 = 1, into (5.1)
(5.6)

ρn =

1 3
un + un (vn−1 + vn ).
3

Step 3: Compute the flux
In view of (2.11), we will compute Jn = ∆−1 (−En ) with the homotopy operator
introduced in Section 4. Alternative methods are described in [GH98, HH03].
Insert c1 = 31 , c2 = c3 = 1 into (5.2) and compute
(5.7)

2
Ẽn = DEn = un un+1 vn + vn2 − un+1 un+2 vn+1 − vn+1
.

We apply formulae (4.5) to −Ẽn . The pieces are listed in Tables 1 and 2.
i
0
1

(i+1)

(i+1)

Lun (−Ẽn )
(D − I)i (un Lun (−Ẽn ))
un−1 vn−1 +un+1 vn un un−1 vn−1 +un un+1 vn
un−1 vn−1
un+1 un vn −un un−1 vn−1
Table 1. Computation of f1,n (un )(−Ẽn )
(i+1)

(i+1)

i Lvn (−Ẽn ) (D − I)i (vn Lvn (−Ẽn ))
0 un un+1 +2vn
vn un un+1 +2vn2
Table 2. Computation of f2,n (un )(−Ẽn )
Adding the terms in the right columns in Table 1 and Table 2,
(5.8)

f1,n (un )(−Ẽn ) = 2un un+1 vn ,

f2,n (un )(−Ẽn ) = un un+1 vn + 2vn2 .

Thus, the homotopy operator (4.4) gives
Z 1
dλ
J˜n =
(f1,n (un )(−Ẽn )[λun ] + f2,n (un )(−Ẽn )[λun ])
λ
0
Z 1
=
(3λ2 un un+1 vn + 2λvn2 ) dλ
0

(5.9)

= un un+1 vn + vn2 .

After a backward shift, Jn = D−1 J˜n , we obtain the final result:
1
2
(5.10)
ρn = u3n + un (vn−1 + vn ), Jn = un−1 un vn−1 + vn−1
.
3
6. Computation of Polynomial Generalized Symmetries
As an example, we compute symmetry (2.28) of rank (3, 4) for (2.4). The two
steps of the algorithm [GH99] are similar to those in Section 5.
Step 1: Construct the form of the symmetry
Start by listing all monomials in un and vn of ranks 3 and 4, or less:
M1 = {u3n , u2n , un vn , un , vn },

M2 = {u4n , u3n , u2n vn , u2n , un vn , un , vn2 , vn }.
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As in Step 1 in Section 5, for each monomial in M1 and M2 , introduce the necessary
t-derivatives so that each term has rank 3 and 4, respectively. At the same time,
use (2.4) to remove all t−derivatives. Doing so, based on M1 we obtain
N1 = {u3n , un−1 vn−1 , un vn−1 , un vn , un+1 vn }.

(6.1)

Similarly, based on M2 , we get
N2

2
= {u4n , u2n−1 vn−1 , un−1 un vn−1 , u2n vn−1 , vn−2 vn−1 , vn−1
, u2n vn ,

un un+1 vn , u2n+1 vn , vn−1 vn , vn2 , vn vn+1 }.

(6.2)

In contrast to the strategy for densities, we do not introduce the main representatives, but linearly combine the monomials in N1 and N2 with constant coefficients
ci to get the form of the candidate symmetry:
G1

=

c1 u3n + c2 un−1 vn−1 + c3 un vn−1 + c4 un vn + c5 un+1 vn ,

G2

=

c6 u4n + c7 u2n−1 vn−1 + c8 un−1 un vn−1 + c9 u2n vn−1 + c10 vn−2 vn−1
2
+ c12 u2n vn + c13 un un+1 vn + c14 u2n+1 vn + c15 vn−1 vn
+ c11 vn−1

(6.3)

+ c16 vn2 + c17 vn vn+1 ,

Step 2: Determine the coefficients
To compute the coefficients ci we require that (2.20) holds on solutions of (2.1).
Compute Dt G1 and Dt G2 and use (2.4) to remove u̇n , v̇n , and their shifts. This
gives the left hand sides of (2.20). Use (2.24) to get the right hand sides of (2.20):
(6.4)

F1 0 (un )[G] =
F2 0 (un )[G] =

D−1 G2 − IG2 ,
vn IG1 − vn DG1 + (un − un+1 )IG2 .

Substitute (6.3) into (6.4) and equate the corresponding left and right hand sides.
Since all monomials in un , vn and their shifts are independent, one obtains the
linear system that determines the coefficients ci . The solution is
(6.5)

c1 = c6 = c7 = c8 = c9 = c10 = c11 = c13 = c16 = 0,
c2 = c3 = −c4 = −c5 = c12 = −c14 = c15 = −c17 .

With the choice c17 = 1, symmetry (6.3) finally becomes
(6.6)

G1

=

vn (un + un+1 ) − vn−1 (un−1 − un ),

G2

=

vn (u2n+1 − u2n + vn+1 − vn−1 ).

7. Computation of Scalar Recursion Operators
Recursion operators can be constructed as R = H2 H1 −1 , where H1 and H2
are appropriate Hamiltonian operators [OZF93]. We use a less general but direct
method based on dilation invariance. Furthermore, we assume that the form of discrete recursion operators mimics its continuous counterpart [B93, M00, SW01a,
SW01b, W98]. With the appropriate ansatz for R, defining equation (2.30) is
then used to determine the coefficients.
In this section we show how to compute recursion operator (2.34) of (2.4). We
observe that (2.34) in expanded form naturally splits into two pieces:
(7.1)

R = R0 + R1 ,

where R0 contains only terms with shift operators D−1 , I, and D, and R1 has terms
involving (D − I)−1 .
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Step 1: Determine the rank of the recursion operator
In view of (2.29) and assuming that the symmetries are linked consecutively (s = 1),
the recursion operator R has rank
R = rank R = rank G(2) − rank G(1) = 3 − 2 = 1,

(7.2)

where we used (2.25) and (2.26). If the assumption turns out to be correct, then
the recursion operator has rank 1. If the assumption were false because symmetries
are not linked consecutively, then R must be adjusted and the subsequent steps
must be repeated. See [BHS04] for examples of PDEs for which that happens.
Step 2: Determine the form of the recursion operator
We split this into two sub-steps.
(i) Determine the form of R0
The candidate R0 is a sum of terms involving D−1 , I, and D. The coefficients of
these terms are linear combinations of un−1 , un , and un+1 , so that all terms have
the correct rank.
R0
(7.3)

=

(c1 un−1 + c2 un + c3 un+1 ) D−1 + (c4 un−1 + c5 un + c6 un+1 ) I
+ (c7 un−1 + c8 un + c9 un+1 ) D,

where the ci are constant coefficients.
A few remarks are in place. First, in R0 we moved the operators D−1 , I, and
D all the way to the right. Second, the maximum up-shift and down-shift operator
that should be included can be determined by comparing two consecutive symmetries. Indeed, if the maximum up-shift in the first symmetry is un+p , and the maximum up-shift in the next symmetry is un+p+r , then R0 must have D, D2 , · · · , Dr .
The same line of reasoning determines the minimum down-shift operator to be included. In our example, there is no need to include terms in D−2 , D2 , etc. Third,
the coefficients of the operators can be restricted to linear combinations of the terms
appearing in F. Hence, no terms in un±2 , un±3 and so on occur in (7.3).
(ii) Determine the form of R1
As in the continuous case [HG99], R1 is a linear combination (with constant coefficients c̃jk ) of sums of all suitable products of symmetries and covariants (Fréchet
derivatives of densities) sandwiching (D − I)−1 , i.e.
XX
0
(7.4)
R1 =
c̃jk G(j) (D − I)−1 ρ(k)
n .
j

k

(0)
For (2.3), G(1) in (2.25) and ρn = ln(un ) in (2.13) are
(0)0
Indeed, using (2.22) we have ρn = ln(un )0 = u1n I, which
(1)

the only suitable pair.
has rank -1. Combined
with G of rank 2, we have a term of rank 1. Other combinations of symmetries
and covariants would exceed rank 1. Therefore,
1
(7.5)
R1 = c̃10 un (un+1 − un−1 )(D − I)−1 ( )I
un
where c̃10 a constant coefficient. Using (7.1) and renaming c̃10 to c10 ,
R = (c1 un−1 + c2 un + c3 un+1 )D−1 + (c4 un−1 + c5 un + c6 un+1 )I
(7.6)

+ (c7 un−1 + c8 un + c9 un+1 )D + c10 un (un+1 − un−1 )(D − I)−1 (

is the candidate recursion operator for (2.3).

1
)I
un
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Step 3: Determine the coefficients
Starting from (7.6), we use (2.32) with F = un (un+1 − un−1 ) to compute R0 [F ].
The partial results will not be shown due to length. Using (2.21), we compute
(7.7)

F 0 = −un D−1 + (un+1 − un−1 )I + un D.

Then we compute R ◦ F 0 and F 0 ◦ R. After substituting the pieces into (2.30) we
simplify the resulting expression using rules such as
(D − I)−1 D = D(D − I)−1 = I + (D − I)−1 ,
(7.8)

(D − I)−1 D−1 = D−1 (D − I)−1 = −D−1 + (D − I)−1 .

We further simplify by recursively using formulas like
DU (un )(D−I)−1 V (un )I = U (un+1 )V (un )I+U (un+1 )(D−I)−1 V (un )I,
(7.9)

(D−I)−1 U (un )V (un )D = U (un−1 )V (un−1 )I+(D−I)−1 U (un−1 )V (un−1 )I.

Finally, we equate like terms to obtain a linear system for the ci . Substituting the
solution
(7.10)

c1 = c3 = c4 = c7 = c9 = 0,

c2 = c5 = c6 = c8 = c10 = 1

into (7.6) we obtain the final result
(7.11)

R = un D−1 + (un + un+1 )I + un D + un (un+1 − un−1 )(D − I)−1

1
I.
un

A straightforward computation confirms that RG(1) = G(2) with G(1) in (2.25) and
G(2) in (2.26).
8. Computation of Matrix Recursion Operators
We construct the recursion operator (2.35) for (2.4). Now all the terms in (2.30)
are 2 × 2 matrix operators.
Step 1: Determine the rank of the recursion operator
The difference in rank of symmetries is again used to compute the rank of the
elements of the recursion operator. Using (2.7), (2.27) and (2.28),
µ
¶
µ ¶
2
3
(8.1)
rank G(1) =
, rank G(2) =
.
3
4
Assuming that R G(1) = G(2) , we use the formula
(8.2)

(k+1)

rank Rij = rank Gi

(k)

− rank Gj ,

to compute a rank matrix associated to the operator
µ
¶
1 0
(8.3)
rank R =
.
2 1
Step 2: Determine the form of the recursion operator
As in the scalar case, we build a candidate R0 :
µ
¶
(R0 )11 (R0 )12
R0 =
(8.4)
,
(R0 )21 (R0 )22
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(R0 )11

=

(c1 un + c2 un+1 ) I,

(R0 )12

=

c3 D−1 + c4 I,

(R0 )21

=

(c5 u2n + c6 un un+1 + c7 u2n+1 + c8 vn−1 + c9 vn ) I

=

+ (c10 u2n + c11 un un+1 + c12 u2n+1 + c13 vn−1 + c14 vn ) D,
(c15 un + c16 un+1 ) I.

(R0 )22

13

Analogous to the scalar case, the elements of matrix R1 are linear combinations
with constant coefficients c̃jk ) of all suitable products of symmetries and covariants
sandwiching (D − I)−1 . Hence,
XX
0
(8.5)
c̃jk G(j) (D − I)−1 ⊗ ρ(k)
n ,
j

k

where ⊗ denotes the matrix outer product, defined as
Ã
!
Ã
(j)
(k)0
(j)
³
´
G1 (D−I)−1 ρn,1
G1
(k)0
(k)0
−1
(D−I) ⊗ ρn,1 ρn,2 =
(j)
(j)
(k)0
G2
G2 (D−I)−1 ρn,1

(j)

(k)0

(j)

(k)0

G1 (D−I)−1 ρn,2

G2 (D−I)−1 ρn,2

!
.

(0)0

Only the pair (G(1) , ρn ) can be used, otherwise the ranks in (8.3) would be exceeded. Using (2.24) and (2.16) we compute
¢
¡
0
(8.6)
ρ(0)
= 0 v1n I ,
n
Therefore, using (8.5) and renaming c̃10 to c17 ,
µ
¶
0
c17 (vn−1 − vn )(D−I)−1 v1n I
(8.7)
R1 =
.
0 c17 vn (un − un+1 )(D−I)−1 v1n I
Adding (8.4) and (8.7) we obtain
(8.8)

R =

µ

R11
R21

R12
R22

¶
,

with
R11
R12
R21

= (c1 un + c2 un+1 ) I
1
I,
vn
= (c5 u2n + c6 un un+1 + c7 u2n+1 + c8 vn−1 + c9 vn ) I
=

c3 D−1 + c4 I + c17 (vn−1 − vn )(D − I)−1

+ (c10 u2n + c11 un un+1 + c12 u2n+1 + c13 vn−1 + c14 vn ) D,
1
R22 = (c15 un + c16 un+1 )I + c17 vn (un − un+1 )(D − I)−1
I.
vn
Step 3: Determine the coefficients
All the terms in (2.30) need to be computed. The strategy is similar to the scalar
case, yet the computations are much more cumbersome. Omitting the details, the
result is: c2 = c5 = c6 = c7 = c8 = c10 = c11 = c12 = c13 = c15 = 0, c1 = c3 =
c4 = c9 = c14 = c16 = −1, and c17 = 1. Substitution the constants into (8.8) gives
¶
µ
−un I
−D−1 − I + (vn−1 − vn )(D − I)−1 v1n I
.
(8.9)
R=
−vn I − vn D −un+1 I + vn (un − un+1 )(D − I)−1 v1n I
It is straightforward to verify that RG(1) = G(2) with G(1) in (2.27) and G(2) in
(2.28).
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9. More Examples
Example 9.1. The modified Volterra lattice [ASY00, HH03],
u̇n = u2n (un+1 − un−1 ),

(9.1)

(0)

(1)

has two non-polynomial densities ρn = u1n and ρn = ln(un ), and infinitely many
polynomial densities. The first two symmetries,
(9.2)

G(1)

=

u2n (un+1 − un−1 ),

(9.3)

G(2)

=

u2n u2n+1 (un + un+2 ) − u2n−1 u2n (un−2 + un ),

are linked by the recursion operator
(9.4)

R = u2n D−1 + 2un un+1 I + u2n D + 2u2n (un+1 − un−1 )(D − I)−1

1
I.
un

Example 9.2. The AL lattice (2.2) has infinitely many densities [GH98] and
symmetries [GH99]. The recursion operator is of the form (8.8) with
vn
R11 = Pn D−1 − un ∆−1 vn+1 I − un−1 Pn ∆−1 I,
Pn
un
R12 = −un un−1 I − un ∆−1 un−1 I − un−1 Pn ∆−1 I,
Pn
vn
R21 = vn vn+1 I + vn ∆−1 vn+1 I + vn+1 Pn ∆−1 I,
Pn
un
−1
(9.5) R22 = (un vn+1 + un−1 vn )I + Pn D + vn ∆ vn−1 I + vn+1 Pn ∆−1 I,
Pn
where Pn = 1 + un vn and ∆ = D − I.
This recursion operator has an inverse which is quite exceptional. For further
information see e.g. [ZTOF93].
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